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Introduction

I This document provides an example for using the lclGWAS package
to estimate the baseline hazard, frailty variance, and �xed e�ect
parameter for a discrete-time frailty model with random e�ects using
the exact likelihood. The functions are designed to analyze grouped
time-to-event data accounting for family structure of related
individuals (i.e., trios).

I The major algorithms in this package are written in C++, which is
ported to R by Rcpp, to facilitate fast computation.
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Model Assumptions

I The input data is assumed to be organized such that records for
each family occur consecutively, and that records for o�spring
precede those for parents. The variance matrix for the random
e�ects is assumed to be of the form var∗K, where K is a matrix of
kinship coe�cients between family members.

I The following family groupings are permitted: (Individual),
(O�spring, O�spring), (O�spring, Parent), (O�spring, Parent,
Parent), and (O�spring, O�spring, Parent, Parent). Other family
structures have not been implemented.
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betaEst

beta <- betaEst(fam_group, alpha, dtime, delta,

g, var, lower = 0, upper = 2)

Function aguments:

fam_group: Vector of family indicators for each sample.

alpha: Vector of baseline survival rates for each time interval.

dtime: Vector of observed discrete survival times for each sample.

delta: Event indicator vector: 1 indicates observed event, 0
indicates censored.

g: Vector of numeric genotypes for each sample.

var: Scalar for frailty variance.

lower: Scalar for the lower bound of the �xed e�ect parameter
estimation search region.

upper: Scalar for the upper bound of the �xed e�ect parameter
estimation search region.
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Returned Value of betaEst

Function returns:

betaEst: Scalar estimate of the �xed e�ect parameter.
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varEst

var <- varEst(fam_group, alpha, dtime, delta,

g, beta, lower = 0, upper = 2)

Function aguments:

fam_size: Vector of family indicators for each sample.

alpha: Vector of baseline survival rates for each time interval.

dtime: Vector of observed discrete survival times for each sample.

delta: Event indicator vector: 1 indicates observed event, 0
indicates censored.

g: Vector of numeric genotypes for each sample.

beta: Scalar for the �xed e�ect size.

lower: Scalar for the lower bound of the variance estimation
search region.

upper: Scalar for the upper bound of the variance estimation
search region.
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Returned Value of varEst

Function returns:

varEst: Scalar estimate of the frailty variance.
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alphaEst

alpha <- alphaEst(dtime, delta)

Function aguments:

dtime: Vector of observed discrete survival times for each sample.

delta: Event indicator vector: 1 indicates observed event, 0
indicates censored.

Function returns:

alphaEst: Vector of estimates of the baseline survival rates.
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Example

Generate discrete survival data:

alphas <- c(0.75, 0.6666667, 0.5, 0.0)

fgrp <- c(1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3)

dtimes <- c(1, 3, 3, 4, 1, 1, 2, 3, 1)

deltas <- c(1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1)

gs <- c(0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0)

var <- 0.2

Load lclGWAS (after installing its dependent packages):

library(lclGWAS)
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Example Execution

An example estimation of β where the nuisance parameters are estimated
under the null hypothesis:

Estimate alphas (always under the null hypothesis)

alphaest <- alphaEst(dtimes, deltas)$alphaEst

alphaest

## [1] 0.625 0.800 0.500 0.000

Estimate variance under the null by setting beta = 0.

var <- varEst(fgrp, alphaest, dtimes, deltas, gs, beta = 0, lower = 0, upper = 2)

var$varEst

## [1] 0.763932

Estimate β

betaEst(fgrp, alphaest, dtimes, deltas, gs, var$varEst, lower = 0, upper = 2)

## $betaEst

## [1] 0.7640378
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Session Information

I R Under development (unstable) (2017-02-20 r72220),
x86_64-pc-linux-gnu

I Running under: Debian GNU/Linux 8 (jessie)

I Matrix products: default

I BLAS: /usr/lib/openblas-base/libblas.so.3

I LAPACK: /usr/lib/openblas-base/liblapack.so.3

I Base packages: base, datasets, grDevices, graphics, methods, stats,
utils

I Other packages: knitr 1.11, lclGWAS 1.0.3

I Loaded via a namespace (and not attached): Rcpp 0.12.9,
compiler 3.4.0, evaluate 0.8, formatR 1.2.1, highr 0.5.1,
magrittr 1.5, stringi 1.0-1, stringr 1.0.0, tools 3.4.0

## [1] "Start Time Mon Feb 20 16:11:41 2017"

## [1] "End Time Mon Feb 20 16:11:43 2017"
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